Realize your vision. Tap your sense of style and enthusiasm for form and function. Desoto’s white cabinetry with clean, light detailing brings a genuine spirit of openness and energy that pairs with subtle or more ornate accents. The brightness and simplicity can illuminate and inspire. It’s like a blank canvas waiting for its creation.

**DESOTO CONSTRUCTION:** Full overlay, soft-close doors; all wood construction with premium MDF painted doors; soft-close, dovetail drawers; and five-piece drawer heads.

www.RiverRunCabinetry.com
STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:

- All Wood, Assembled Construction
- GRASS® Soft-Close Hinges
  (6-way Adjustable) and Glides
- Natural Interiors
- Solid Wood, Dovetailed Drawer Boxes
- Unfinished Plywood Sides
- 1/2” Thick Cabinet Back
- 5/8” Thick Plywood Shelving
- 4” High Top Drawer Boxes
- 5/8” Thick Drawer Box Sides
- 3/8” Thick Drawer Box Bottoms
- 4” Tall Roll Out Trays

Finished sides available: right, left or both. Please note all finished ends when placing order. If not specified, ends will come unfinished. All interiors will come with a natural finish. Finished interiors can be specified in the modifications section of the order form.

Only premium materials are used in the creation of RiverRun cabinetry. They are crafted using time honored woodworking methods. Every door, face frame, drawer head, and virtually every piece of the cabinet is inspected by our experienced Quality Control team.

WARRANTY – OUR TEN YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
We guarantee your RiverRun cabinetry and ensure that all component parts and hardware are free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use to the original owner for 10 years.